
AN ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT BIOGRAPHY BOOKS ABOUT CS LEWIS

To ask other readers questions about C.S. Lewis, please sign up. . party instead of a book, A.N. Wilson's C.S. Lewis: A
Biography would be a five-star book.

Sibley's book was written in response to the film: it treats Jack and Joy more equally but in less detail. For
many readers, though, the events of his life will be the main interest. Wilson tries, and I think, succeeds
admirably, in painting a portrait of Lewis the man, one based on a careful reading of the author's work, of
letters, manuscripts, and other artifacts, and of interviews with many who knew Lewis personally. Indeed he
seems on occasion to lack a biographer's basic curiosity about the minutiae. But the book still spoke to me in
some deep way; Wilson helps explore this. More in that it weaves in a thoughtful, erudite lit-crit appraisal of
the writings, plus an unabashed serenade for Lewis's theology McGrath is himself a theology professor at
King's College, London and a very public defender of the faith. Also published as Shadowlands: The Story of
C. As Wayne Martindale author of Beyond the Shadowlands writes, If Lewis has taken you on journeys of
discovery, you will rejoice to know more about the books that carried his imagination to new horizons. Often
described as an account of Lewis's conversion at the age of 30 and the events leading up to it, it's actually
scanty on the conversion itself, and is better described by its own subtitle. Lewis Cambridge Companion
compiles 21 scholarly but accessible discussions of Lewis's works by theology and literature professors from
the United Kingdom and North America. Many deep thinkers and those who are well read will obviously love
this. Lewis continues to inspire all Christians through his essays and novels. In , Lewis resigned from his
Cambridge position after experiencing heart trouble. The flawed man, deeply hurt by the loss of his mother in
early childhood, the man who lived, except for the horrors of the trenches in World War I, a life that many of
us could lead, one of domestic chores, reading, writing, teaching, grading papers, is all the more estimable
because of what accomplished facing what to many of us are barriers for writing and "getting important things
done. Where many celebrated writers assume that their reputations will live for ever, he was convinced that his
books would be forgotten within five years of his passing. In total this is one-third of the book; the rest is
summary, analysis, and bibliography of Lewis's works. The Intellectual World of C. During WWI, he served
with the British army and was sent home after being wounded by shrapnel. Lewis would assert that his Narnia
stories weren't a direct allegory to the real world. McGrath's first interest is not in Lewis's life, but in the shape
and development of his thought â€” specifically, his religious thought. The most thought-provoking sections
are therefore those where he picks away at the well-known books, explains their genesis, identifies their
common themes, and defines Lewis's enduring appeal. And so this is how he did his evangelism. Teaching
Career at Oxford and Wartime Broadcasts Lewis graduated from Oxford University with a focus on literature
and classic philosophy, and in he was awarded a fellowship teaching position at Magdalen College, which was
part of the university. For those interested in Lewis' non fiction religious writings, the flawed man is all the
more approachable--someone who says, "Yeah, I'm kind of screwed up to, but I hold on to my faith and this is
why it helps me through the day. If you see something that doesn't look right, contact us! Kudos one and all.
They objected instinctively to his unabashed faith but more particularly to his popularity, and so engineered a
series of reverses as Lewis tried to climb the career ladder before he belatedly secured a chair at Cambridge. A
much better as well as more consistent diarist than his brother, W. His book is billed as a biography, but it is
simultaneously more and less than that.


